ABSTRACT

Write is one important aspect in communication process. All students would have the potential to read, including producing a movie review text. Mind stimulations is one of the learning method uses technique fishing power refer students to the interesting things. In connection with it, authors interested in doing research learning to produce text reviews the film by using methods stimulations on graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka school years of 2015/2016.

The problems that the authors propose is 1) Can the writer plan and implement learning producing a movie review text by using stimulations on graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka? 2) Can graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka producing a movie review text in accordance with the new title and the right structure? 3) Effective the stimulations methods applied in teching producing a movie review text on graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka?

The hypothesis formulated namely writer is: 1) The author is able to carry out plan and implement learning to produce text reviews the film by using methods stimulations on graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka. 2) Graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka able to produce a movie review text by using stimulations. 3) Effective stimulations methods used in learning producing a movie review text on graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka.

The research method that I use is pre-experimental design (nondesign) with research techniques literature, tests and analysis. The results of his research as follows.

1) The author is able to carry out producing a movie review text by using stimulations on graders XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka. This is evidenced by the results of the assessment planning by 3.57 and implementation of learning by 3.55. Ability authors include both categories.
2) Students in grade XI IIS 2 SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka able to produce a movie review text in accordance with the new title and the right structure. This is evident from the results of the average value of 1 pretest and posttest mean score of 3.68. Increase of 11.04%.
3) Efective stimulations methods used in the development of learning producing a movie review text.

Thereby, the author concluded that this stimulations method was appropriately producing a movie review in the Grade XI IIS 2 Students of SMABina Muda Cicalengka. Because it can train the student to improve how to learn going to better learning specially when understanding the exposition text.
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